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Strategy
This program is our ongoing groundbased infrared studies of Solar System objects. This is a
broadbased program that includes collaboration with scientists at other institutes and several
graduate students at the University of Arizona. Our overall objective is to study the spectral
and physical properties of small Solar System bodies. Our work spans the entire Solar System
from a study of the mineralogy of Mercury, to several studies of asteroids, and to studies of
Triton, Pluto, and Charon. From these studies we hope to understand better the origin and
evolution of these bodies and how they fit into the context of the origin and evolution of the
Solar System as a whole.
Progress and Accomplishments
In the last year, we have submitted for publication 5 papers (2 published and 2 in press). We
also expect to submit 3 papers in the near future on the diameter and thermal properties of
Vesta, a book chapter on asteroid studies, and on the near IR spectrum and composition of
Mars' satellite Deimos. We have had several successful telescope runs in the past few months
on the visual and near IR spectra of dark asteroids and satellites and are presently reducing
these data.
Projected Accomplishments
Over the next year our work will include: Continued studies of dark asteroids and satellites,
study the distribution of water and other low-temperature materials in the Solar System, study
the nature of shc_cked material on asteroid surfaces, study the relationship between asteroids
and comets, and make more extensive correlation of all of these observations with laboratory
spectra of meteorites.
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